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Abstract. The Modified Quadratic Discriminant Function was first pro-
posed by Kimura et al to improve the performance of Quadratic Dis-
criminant Function, which can be seen as a dot-product method by
eigen-decompostion of the covariance matrix of each class. Therefore,
it is possible to expand MQDF to high dimension space by kernel trick.
This paper presents a new kernel-based method to pattern recognition,
Kernel Modified Quadratic Discriminant Function(KMQDF), based on
MQDF and kernel method. The proposed KMQDF is applied in facial
expression recognition. JAFFE face database and the AR face data-
base are used to test this algorithm. Experimental results show that the
proposed KMQDF with appropriated parameters can outperform 1-NN,
QDF, MQDF classifier.

1 Introduction

Statistical techniques have been widely used in various pattern recognition
problems[1]. Statistical classifiers include linear discriminant function(LDF),
quadratic discriminant function(QDF), Parzen window classifier, nearest-
neighbor(1-NN) and k-NN rules, etc. Under the assumption of multivariate
Gaussian density for each class, the quadratic discriminant function is obtained
based on Bayes theory. The modified QDF(MQDF) proposed by Kimura et al.
[2]aims to improve the computation efficiency and classification performance of
QDF via eigenvalue smoothing, which have been used successfully in the hand-
writing recognition[2,3]. The difference from the QDF is that the eigenvalues of
minor axes are set to a constant. The motivation be-hind this is to smooth the
parameters for compensating for the estimation error on finite sample size.
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On the other hand, kernel-based learning machines, e.g., support vector
machines(SVMs)[4], kernel principal component analysis(KPCA)[5], and kernel
Fisher discriminant analysis(KFD)[6,7,8], have been got much interest in the
fields of pattern recognition and machine learning recently. The basic idea of
kernel methods is finding a mapping such that, in new space, problem solv-
ing is easier(e.g. linear). But the mapping is left implicit. The kernel represents
the similarity between two objects defined as the dot-product in this new vector
space. Thus, the kernel methods can be easily generalized to a lot of dot-product
(or distance) based pattern recognition algorithms. QDF and MQDF can also be
seen as dot-product methods by eigen-decompostion of the covariance matrix.
Therefore, it is nature that MQDF can be generalized to a new high-dimension
space by kernel trick.

This paper proposes a new kernel-based method to pattern recognition, Kernel
Modified Quadratic Discriminant Function(KMQDF), based on kernel methods
and MQDF. For testing and evaluating its performance, the proposed KMQDF
is applied for facial expression recognition(FER) on two face databases. Experi-
mental results show that KMQDF with appropriated parameters can outperform
1-NN, QDF, MQDF classifier.

2 MQDF

In this section we would give a brief review the MQDF. Let us start with the
Bayesian decision rule, which classifies the input pattern to the class of maximum
a posteriori(MAP) probability out of class. Representing a pattern with a feature
vector, the a posteriori probability is computed by Bayes rule:

P (wi|x) = p(x|wi)P (wi)/p(x) (1)

where P (wi) is the a priori probability of class, p(x|wi) is the class probability
density function(pdf) and p(x) is the mixture density function. Since p(x) is
independent of class label, the nominator of (1) can be used as the discriminant
function for classification:

g(wi|x) = p(x|wi)P (wi) (2)

The Bayesian classifier is reduced to QDF under the Gaussian density as-
sumption with varying restrictions. Assume the probability density function of
each class is multivariate Gaussian

p(x|wi) =
1

2π
d
2 |Σ|

1
2
i

exp[
(x − μi)T Σ−1

i (x − μi)
2

] (3)

where μi and Σi denote the mean vector and the covariance matrix of class,
respectively. Inserting (3) into (2), taking the negative logarithm and omitting
the common terms under equal priori probabilities, the QDF is obtained as

g(wi|x) = (x − μi)T Σ−1
i (x − μi) + log |Σi| (4)
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The QDF is actually a distance metric in the sense that the class of minimum
distance is assigned to the input pattern. By eigen-decompostion, the covariance
matrix can be diagonalized as

Σi = BiΛiB
T
i (5)

where Λi is a diagonal matrix formed by the eigenvalues of Σi, Bi is formed by
the corresponding eigenvectors.

According to (5), the QDF can be rewritten in the form of eigenvectors and
eigen-values:

g(wi|x) = BT
i (x − μi)T Λ−1

i BT
i (x − μi) + log |Λi| (6)

=
d∑

j=1

(
1

λij
)[βT

ij(x − μi)]2 +
d∑

j=1

log(λij)

Replacing the minor eigenvalues with a constant, the modified quadratic dis-
criminant function [3] is obtained as follows:

g2(wi|x) =
k∑

j=1

(
1

λij
)[βT

ij(x − μi)]2 +
k∑

j=1

log(λij) (7)

+
d∑

j=k+1

(
1
δi

)[βT
ij(x − μi)]2 + (d − k) log δi

=
k∑

j=1

(
1

λij
)[βT

ij(x − μi)]2 +
k∑

j=1

log(λij)

+(
1
δi

)ri(x) + (d − k) log(δi)

where k denotes the number of principal axed and ri(x) is the residual of sub-
space projection:

ri(x) = ‖x − μi‖2 −
k∑

j=1

[βT
ij(x − μi)]2 (8)

The (8) utilizes the invariance of Euclidean distance.
The advantage of MQDF is multifold. First, it overcomes the bias of minor

eigen-values (which are underestimated on small sample size) such that the clas-
sification performance can be improved. Second, for computing the MQDF, only
the principal eigenvectors and eigenvalues are to be stored so that the mem-
ory space is reduced. Third, the computation effort is largely saved because the
projections to minor axes are not computed[3].

The parameter δi of MQDF can be set to a class-independent constant as the
following equation[2,9]:

δi = (tr(Σi) −
k∑

j=1

λij)/(d − k) =
d∑

j=k+1

λij/(d − k) (9)

where tr(Σi) denotes the trace of covariance matrix.
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3 Kernel MQDF

As a statistical algorithm, MQDF can detect stable patterns robustly and ef-
ficiently from a finite data sample. Embedding the data sample in a suitable
feature by kernel trick, it is possible that MADF can perform better than in the
original feature space. According to this idea, we subsequently present the new
kernel-based method, KMQDF algorithm, in this section.

For a given nonlinear mapping Φ, the input data space IRn can be mapped
into the feature space H . As a result, a pattern in the original input space
IRn is mapped into a potentially much higher dimensional feature vector in
the feature space H . Since the feature space H is possibly infinite dimensional
and the orthogonality needs to be characterized in such a space, it is reasonable
to view H as a Hilbert space. An initial motivation of KMQDF is to perform
MQDF in the feature space H . However, it is difficult to do so directly because
it is computationally very intensive to compute the dot products in a high-
dimensional feature space. Fortunately, kernel techniques can be introduced to
avoid this difficulty. The algorithm can be actually implemented in the input
space by virtue of kernel tricks. The explicit mapping process is not required at
all.

Given a set of M training samples x(xi1, xi2, . . . . . . , xiM ) in IRn, labeled with
the ith class, the covariance operator on the feature space H can be constructed
by

ΣΦ
i = (

1
M

)
M∑

j=1

(Φ(xij) − mΦ
i0)(Φ(xij) − mΦ

i0)
T (10)

where mΦ
0 = ( 1

M )
∑M

j=1 Φ(xij). In a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, this oper-
ator is generally called covariance matrix. Since every eigenvalue of a positive
operator is nonnegative in a Hilbert space[10], it follows that all nonzero eigen-
values of are positive. It is the positive eigenvalues that are of interest to us. It
is easy to show that every eigenvector of ΣΦ

i , β can be linearly expanded by

β =
M∑

j=1

ajΦ(xij) (11)

To obtain the expansion coefficients, let us denote Q = [Φ(xi1) . . . . . . Φ(xiM )],
and form an M ∗M Gram matrix R̃i = QT

i Qi ,whose elements can be determined
by virtue of kernel tricks:

R̃i(u,v) = Φ(xiu)T Φ(xiv) = (Φ(xiu) • Φ(xiv)) = ker(xiu • xiv) (12)

We centralize R̃i by Ri = R̃i−1M R̃i−R̃i1M+1M R̃i1M , where 1M = ( 1
M )M×M .

On the other hand, We can denote ΣΦ
i and Ri using Qi as flowing:

ΣΦ
i = (

1
M

)(Qi − Qi1M )(Qi − Qi1M )T (13)

Ri = (Qi − Qi1M )T (Qi − Qi1M ) (14)
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Consider an eignevector-eignevalue pair γi and λi of Ri, we have

1
M

(Qi − Qi1M )(Qi − Qi1M )T (Qi − Qi1M )γi =
1
M

λi(Qi − Qi1M )γi (15)

Inserting (14) to (15),we can get

ΣΦ
i (Qi − Qi1M )γi = (

λi

M
)(Qi − Qi1M )γi (16)

Equation (16) implys that (Qi −Qi1M )γi, λi

M is an eigenvetor-eigenvalue pair of
ΣΦ

i . Furthermore, the norm of (Qi − Qi1M )γi is given by

‖(Qi − Qi1M )γi‖2 = γT
i (Qi − Qi1M )T (Qi − Qi1M )γi = λi (17)

so that the corresponding normalized eigenvetor of ΣΦ
i is βi = (Qi − Qi1M )

γi/
√

λi.
Calculate the orthonormal eigenvetors ri1, ri2 . . . rim of Ri corresponding to

the m largest positive eigenvalues, λi1 ≤ λi2 . . . λim. The orthonormal eigenve-
tors βi1, βi2, . . . , βim of ΣΦ

i corresponding to the m largest positive eignevalues,
λi1
M , λi2

M , . . . , λim

M , which are βi = (Qi − Qi1M )γi/
√

λi, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m.
Analogizing equation (7), in new feature space, we have KMQDF:
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where Rit = [(Φ(xi1) • Φ(x)), (Φ(xi2) • Φ(x)), . . . . . . , (Φ(xiM ) • Φ(x))],1M v =
( 1

M )M×1 and δi =
∑d

j=k+1(
λij

M )/(d−k). We can utilizes the invariance of Euclid-
ean distance to simply equation (18):

gΦ
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λij
2 )[rij

T (Rit − 1MRit − R̃i1M 1 + 1M R̃i1M 1)]2 (19)

+
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log(
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M
) +

1
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where
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[βΦ
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−
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(
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It is expected that the KMQDF algorithm can embed the data in a suitable
feature space, in which we can use MQDF algorithm to discover pattern easily.

4 Facial Expression Recognition Using KMQDF

Facial expression recognition has been an active area of research in the literature
for long time. The ultimate goal in this research area is the realization of intel-
ligent and transparent communications between human beings and machines.
Several facial expression methods have been proposed in the literature[11,12,13].
In recent years, facial expression recognition based on two-dimensional (2-D)
digital images has received a lot of attention by researchers, because it doesn’t
involve 3-D measurements[13] and is suitable for real time application. A more
detailed review on facial expression recognition can be found in[11].

4.1 Feature Extraction

In this paper, we use local Gabor filters to extract the features for facial
expression recognition. Gabor features have been applied widely in the field
of computer vision because of its powerful analysis ability in the conjoint time-
frequency domain. Local Gabor filters[14] optimize the structure of global Gabor
filters, which can achieve the same performance as global Gabor filters but in-
volve less computation and storage.

Principle component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
are two classical tools widely used in face analysis for data reduction. PCA
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seeks a projection that best represents the original data in a least-squares sense,
and LDA seeks a projection that best separates the data in a least-squares
sense. Many LDA-based algorithms suffer from the so-called “small sample size
problem”(SSS)[15] which exists in high-dimensional pattern recognition tasks,
where the number of available samples is smaller than the dimensionality of
the samples. Facial expression recognition often meets this problem. The most
famous solution to the SSS problem is to utilize PCA concepts in conjunction
with LDA (PCA plus LDA)[16,17]. The effectiveness of the method has been
demonstrated by [16,17,18,19].

In this paper, the process of the experiments consists of three steps. Firstly,
local Gabor filters are used to extract the facial expression features as the de-
scription in[14]. Secondly, the local Gabor features will be reduced based on PCA
plus LDA. Thirdly, the reduced features would be classified using 1-NN, MQDF
and KMQDF respectively.

4.2 Experimental Data

Two face databases are used to test KMQDF. The first one is AR face
database[19], a subset of AR database is used for our experiments. This sub-
set includes 999 images of 126 individuals with 4 different facial expressions.
The images corresponding to the 101 persons are chosen for training (799 sam-
ples), while the remaining images are used to test. We repeat the experiments
5 times by changing the training samples and testing samples to obtain an av-
erage recognition rate. The second one is JAFFE databases[18]. Total of use
the 210 images of 10 individuals are used for our facial expression experiment.
(Each expression of one person includes 3 samples). The images corresponding
to 8 persons (168 samples) are used as the training samples. The residual im-
ages (42samples) are used to test. In the same way, we repeat the experiments
5 times by changing the training samples and testing samples. Fig.1 and Fig. 2
show some example images in AR and JAFFE database.

All images for the experiments are normalized (96*128 pixels) and aligned
based on the position of the eyes as Fig.3 shows.

Fig. 1. Images of one person with 4 different facial expressions in the AR database
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Fig. 2. Images of one person with 7 different facial expressions in the JAFFE database

Fig. 3. Normalized images corresponding to the images in Fig.1

4.3 Experimental Results

A popular kernel, polynomial kernel, is involved in our tests:

ker(x, y) = (x • y + 1)d (21)

To achieve the optimal recognition accuracy, the parameters of KMQDF( k in
the equation (19) and d in the equation (21)) should be selected appropriately.
Experiments show the optimal parameters are different for the different training
set. Figure 4 gives an example that shows how the parameters of KMQDF affect
the recognition accuracy. Table 1 and Table 2 give the results with the optical
parameters on JAFFE and AR database respectively. In both Table1 and Table
2, [T1, T2, . . . , T5] is used to index different testing sets.

From Table 1 and Table 2, it can be seen that the proposed KMQDF classifier
with appropriated parameters can outperform the 1-NN, QDF, MQDF for the

Table 1. The recognition results on JAFFE DB

Test set 1-NN QDF MQDF KMQDF
T1 71.43% 66.67% 69.05% 80.95%
T2 80.95% 69.04% 85.71% 85.71%
T3 66.67% 61.90% 71.43% 73.81%
T4 73.81% 50.00% 78.57% 78.57%
T5 76.19% 78.57% 78.57% 80.95%

Average 73.81% 65.24% 76.67% 80.01%
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Table 2. The recognition results on AR DB

Test set 1-NN QDF MQDF KMQDF
T1 86.5% 87.5% 87.0% 88.5%
T2 85.5% 84.5% 85.5% 86.5%
T3 85.5% 87.0% 86.5% 87.0%
T4 86.5% 87.5% 87.5% 88.0%
T5 86.0% 87.0% 87.5% 88.5%

Average 86.0% 86.7% 86.8% 87.7%

Fig. 4. Experiment results of T1 on the JAFFE database. X-axis is the modification
parameter(k in the equation(19))of KMQDF.

facial expression recognition. Comparing with MQDF, an improvement of 3.3%
recognition accuracy for JAFFE database and an improvement of 0.9% for AR
database are obtained by the proposed kernel MQDF.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a new kernel-based algorithm: Kernel MQDF, which can per-
form MQDF algorithm in a potentially much higher dimensional feature space.
For testing its classifying capability, the proposed KMQDF is applied for facial
expression recognition on the JAFFE face database and the AR face database.
Experimental results show that the proposed KMQDF can outperform 1-NN,
QDF, MQDF classifier.

Besides, as a new kernel-based algorithm, KMQDF may be expanded to solve
other pattern recognition problems, such as characters recognition, face recog-
nition etc, which merits our further study.
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